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A summary of updates since the Annecy meeting...

 



BNL RACF Overview
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7➢ Located at Brookhaven 

National Lab on Long 
Island, NY, the RACF 
provides full service 
computing for the two 
RHIC experiments — 
STAR, PHENIX — and for 
ATLAS (US Tier1)

➢ Support for additional smaller BNL groups:  LSST, Daya 
Bay, LBNE, EIC, etc.



 

Processor Farm Update

➢ Adding 237 servers this Fall
○ Dual cpu’s– Intel Ivybridge E5-2660v2
○ 80 GB RAM

○ 77 are 1-U servers with 4 x 2 TB storage as scratch 
space

○ 160 are 2-U servers with 12 x 4 TB storage for dCache 
and xRootd

➢ 9480 additional computing cores (33% 
increase)

➢ Surprisingly cheaper than AMD Opteron



 

Facility Infrastructure

➢ Temperature alarms constantly going off due 
to cooling outages in the last 2 months
○ Some due to planned upgrades/improvements
○ Others due to old equipment in need of replacement

➢ Last rack top fans turned off and scheduled 
for retirement—to be replaced by standard 
CRAC floor units
○ First installed in 2006
○ Unreliable and maintenance-heavy
○ Good riddance!



 

Cooling Issues



 

Rack Top Fans



 

Facility Infrastructure

➢ Complete UPS monitoring completed this 
summer
○ Tony Wong’s talk “UPS Monitoring with Sensaphone-A 

cost-effective solution”

➢ Preliminary discussion of a new data center
○ Renovate old NSLS (National Synchrotron Light Source) 

building into a data center

○ 32,000 ft2 (~3,000 m2) in addition to existing 20,000 ft2 
(~1,900 m2) available today

○ New space to be shared with other BNL programs
○ Ready no earlier than 2019 (if approved)



 

Network - ATLAS

➢ RACF continues to experiment with Amazon EC2 
in the context of US ATLAS.

➢ Current effort is to investigate desired network 
bandwidth (N x 10 Gb?) for Amazon testbed. 
Among the options is the use of a service called 
"Amazon Direct Connect" (self-explanatory).

➢ ESNet is negotiating an agreement with Amazon 
on behalf of DOE (no details yet).

➢ Current small-scale tests are using Amazon pilot 
project funds recently negotiated with the 
RACF. 



 

Network - RHIC / Other

➢ 170 Linux Farm nodes will be connected via 10 GbE 
fiber--first ever migration away from 1 GbE copper. 

○ Additional $300/server, including NIC, optics and fiber 
to patch panel on each rack. ETA is late November.

➢ New research initiatives at BNL (Center for 
Nanofunctional Materials and National Light Source 
Synchrotron-II) have discussed leveraging the experience 
and infrastructure of the RACF (network and tape and 
disk storage so far) to jumpstart their computing 
operations.

➢ Discussions underway, with encouragement and oversight 
by BNL management.  More details at Oxford. 



 

Infiniband Investigation / Condor

➢ In May at Annecy, we reported on an Infiniband networking 
investigation for the RHIC farm. A factor of 1.5x 
price/performance (per unit of bandwidth) benefit was 
demonstrated with IPoIB/4X FDR Infiniband networking 
solution compared to a conventional 10 Gbps Ethernet 
networking solution .

➢ See Alexandr Zaytsev’s talk “Evaluating Infiniband Based 
Networking Solutions for HEP/NP Data Processing 
Applications” 

➢ No changes to the Condor version or configuration. Working 
with Condor team to support preemption while using 
partitionable slots (as in our ATLAS configuration). Condor 
itself is configured via Puppet.



 

Dynamic Balancing in ATLAS with Condor

➢ Hierarchical group quotas using accept-surplus allows us to ensure 
slots aren't wasted by allocating unused slots to other groups.

➢ A script was developed to watch PANDA queues for demand and make 
necessary adjustments to the accept-surplus flag of groups in our tree

Work done by summer student Mark Jensen working with William Strecker-Kellogg

➢ Must consider multicore 
queues differently 
because, when 
competing for surplus, 
single-core jobs greedily 
schedule onto nodes 
where multicore jobs 
can't fit, eventually 
starving the multicore 
queues.



Mass Storage

➢ HPSS still running 7.4.1p2, no plan to upgrade in near 
future.

➢ Over 50 PB on ~55K Tapes (9940B, LTO3-LTO-6)
➢ Officially writing new RHIC data into LTO-6, STAR has 12 

LTO-6. PHENIX has 12 LTO-6.
➢ Atlas will be moving to LTO-6 soon. 
➢ Found a new problem with Oracle SL8500 library firmware 

version 8.35 in mid-July
○ caused significant impact to HPSS production.  
○ Downgraded back to 8.01 in 2 days.  
○ A new code was tested on 9/17, and has passed our 24 

hours test.  
○ Will officially upgrade the library firmware to the new 

8.36, in order to support T10K-D tape drive.

 



Mass Storage / NFS Storage

➢ Migration of data from lower capacity cartridges is on-
going.  Right now, still LTO-3 to LTO-5 (400GB to 1.5TB).

➢ Completed testing for Dual-copy, mixed with LTO-6 and 
T10KD.  Now waiting for the official Library firmware 
release.

➢ The new LTO-6 drive can write 133 MB/s/drive in our 
production environment while the new T10KD drive can 
write 228 MB/s/drive in our production environment.

➢ Tested two new Hitachi HNAS 4100 heads in production.
○ Observed max performance: 32Gb/s

 



GPFS

➢ GPFS 2 installation in production:
○ 5x IBM M4 servers,5 JBODs, 300 drives (30x SW RAID6)

■ Observed performance: 10 GB/s writes, 10 GB/s reads
○ 5x IBM M4 servers, 5x HUS130, 600 drives (60x HW 

RAID6), bringing total to ~3.1 PB
■ Observed performance 10 GB/s

➢ Two client clusters implemented on RHIC farm
○ 3.5.0-18 clients

➢ WedDAV interface to GPFS

 



 

CEPH

➢ Various performance and stability tests performed with all three 
(object storage, block storage and file system) levels of Ceph 
installations within RACF in 2012-2014
○  on several platforms (including HP Moonshot) 
○ with different networking solutions (based on 10/40 Gbps 

Ethernet and IPoIB/4X FDR Infiniband interconnect 
technology). 

➢ The commissioning of a large scale Ceph based object storage 
system 
○ (1 PB of usable capacity with internal data replication factor 

3x, ~4k HDDs in the final configuration) provided with Amazon 
S3 complaint RadosGW interfaces is currently being finalized 
at the RACF as well.

➢ See Alexandr Zaytsev talk “Ceph Based Storage Systems for 
RACF”



 

Distributed Storage

➢ New prototype XRootd 4 installation for 
LBNE which is read/write with GSI 
authentication and is transparently 
back-ended from FNAL dCache using 
FRM.

➢ Record amount of raw data generated 
by RHIC in Run 14 (6 PB from STAR and 
3.3 PB from PHENIX).



 

Grid Services

➢ Large-scale Amazon (AWS) testing.
○ Shooting for ~100,000 slots simultaneously on EC2. Most recent 

test reached 15000 slots.
○ Includes infrastructure for persistent, official ATLAS storage in 

S3. The ATLAS job pilot already knows how to read data from S3.
○ Includes dedicated high bandwidth ESNet networking circuits 

between BNL and AWS.
➢ Icehouse Openstack cluster on SL 6.5 at RACF

○ hoping to scale up to 100 Dell R410 (32GB, 16 CPU)

➢ We are participating in several ASCR/BES demonstrator pilot 
projects.
○ Our contribution is a data transfer server-client proof-of-concept 

using Federated Identity (InCommon) and WebDAV. No X509 
involved. Users at 5 DOE labs could use their own institutional 
identities to transfer data between labs. 



 

Configuration Management

➢ In 2010 we began implementing a centralized 
configuration management strategy and we selected 
Cobbler, Puppet, Git, and GLPI as the backbone of 
our. 

➢ Today we have scaled Puppet 3.x to support our entire 
facility, and host a common Puppet code base that is 
now shared and used upstream by the Physics and IT 
departments.

➢ See James Pryor’s talk “Configuration Management, 
Change Management, and Culture Management”



 

Questions

Many thanks to Ofer Rind, John S. De Stefano Jr, Carlos 
Gamboa, Chris Hollowell, Hiro Ito, Costin Caramarcu, 
Will Strecker-Kellogg, Tony Wong, David Yu, Alexandr 
Zaytsev, John Hover, Xin Zhao for their contributions to 
this presentation.


